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- Les Black, Education and Technical Lead

“

“

As electric vehicle
adoption takes over
in NZ, our EVolocity
members are having fun,
working with friends
to create and race their
own EV. The outcomes
are certainly exciting
and the development of
skills and knowledge in
mechanical, software and
electronics engineering
are important for our
economy.

WELCOME TO
ISSUE Nine
The Careers special!
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CEO UPDATE

FROM
THE
CEO
CEO Sarah Fitzgerald

Hello everyone!
New Zealand is home to world-class

In the short term, our Wellington

tertiary

coordinators,

education

providers,

and

Charlotte

Tollervey

EVolocity is proud to have many of

and Natalie Rutene, will support

these outstanding organisations as

our Canterbury schools, and Kate

our partners. In this issue, we share

Blundell will take the lead managing

insights on tertiary-level offerings and

the Canterbury regional final.

hear from students and alumni about
their study experiences.
Despite

disruptions,

community

We are also delighted to welcome
new Marketing and Communications

our

teams’

Lead, Renee Maria Lee, to EVolocity.

and

You will be hearing more from Renee

determination to get stuck in and

support

in the coming weeks as we near the

work on their vehicles continues to

regional competitions.

inspire!
Big

shout

students,

EVolocity is also thrilled to welcome
out

to

teachers,

our

Auckland

parents,

EVs & Beyond Magazine as our

and

official media partner. We are looking

caregivers. Your resilience is amazing,

forward to an exciting collaboration

it’s been a rough ride these last six

as New Zealand transitions to electric

weeks, and the EVolocity team is here

vehicles and clean transportation.

to help you finish your vehicles as
soon as we are able.

You can follow our teams’ progress on
Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn,

Regional competitions have been

which is a great way to keep in touch,

moved to give teams extra time to

get updates and hear our latest news.

work on their vehicles, and with NCEA

If you would like to get in touch, please

exams also being rescheduled, we

contact me at sarah@evolocity.co.nz. I

will not be running a national event

would love to hear from you.

in 2021. Instead, we will focus on our
super exciting – Regional Finals!
Race days kick off on 27 October in
Palmerston North. New dates and
details are on the EVolocity website
home page and events calendar.
In other news, this quarter has seen
some changes to our EVolocity team.
Sadly, we farewell our wonderful
Canterbury coordinator Deni Archer.
Deni has taken a role specialising in
carbon reporting and climate change,
and we wish her all the best with this
next exciting chapter in her career.
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Take care everyone.
Warm wishes,
Sarah

A massive thank you to our fantastic
sponsors - we couldn’t do it without you!

Photo by Hello I'm Nik on Unsplash

From the Editor

Deni Archer

A career is built, not
achieved. Start now.
Choosing a career can be tough.

This year, we have interviewed a

their own student-centred, project

While a few of us know from early

range of engineers for our ezine

based learning approaches, giving

on in life exactly what we want to

issues. In issue 7, we spoke with

examples of projects and courses

do with our lives, most of us muddle

engineers in the fields of transport,

that might be of interest (p22 and

through it a bit before we figure it

health,

p28 respectively).

out. So, it’s good to keep in mind

and

that for the most part, our abilities

talked to some recent engineering

are built on a foundation of effort,

graduates. In issue 8 we looked

rather than just ‘discovered’ in some

at what it takes to be a rally EV

magical ‘aha’ moment.

engineer.

While you’re in high school it’s a

In this issue – our careers special

great

time

to

go

on

aerospace,

motorsport,

electrical,

and

we

also

We hope that everything we’ve
shared with you this year will help
inspire
learning

you

along

journey.

your

lifelong

Remember,

that you need to invest in yourself
to maximise your choices in the

“

some

– we have asked a range of tertiary

explorations. If you’re struggling

institutions to highlight some of

to pick one direction to study, try

their engineering career options.

some workshadowing experiences

You’ll read about two of Paihau -

with professionals in careers you

Robinson Research Institute’s PhD

are interested in. A few days on the

student projects funded by MBIE’s

job, and the ability to have your

‘High

questions answered directly, will

large scale transport’ programme

give you a good idea of what to

in Wellington (p12). Toi Ohomai in

long-term. If you build your skills,

expect. At worst, it might help you

Rotorua shares some experiences of

connections and credentials early

figure out what you definitely don’t

students and tutors, right from high

on, you will be in a better position to

want to do!

school level through to their tertiary

find fulfilment and make an impact

courses (p14).

in the future.

what it might be like to be in an

The University of Auckland gives

A STEM career is a great way to make

engineering field. You can get stuck

us a peak into all their engineering

a difference in the world. As previous

into aspects of design, mechanics,

related study pathways on p24,

interviewee and Ara graduate Cat

welding,

while the University of Canterbury

Smith says: “The possibilities are

programming. You also learn what

interviews

engineering

endless, and in my opinion – STEM is

it’s like to work as part of a team on

graduate

highlighting

real-life magic.”

a real-world project. So, it makes

their relevant courses (p18). Both

sense that if you’ve enjoyed aspects

WITT and Wintec talk about the

of your EV build, an engineering-

similarities between EVolocity and

EVolocity gives you a great taste of

electronics

and

power

a

electric

recent

before

related career might be for you.
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motor

for

Whether you think you
can or you think you can’t,
you’re right.” — Henry Ford

New regional finals dates!
Auckland
28 November 2021
RNZAF Base Auckland

Bay of Plenty
6 November 2021
Rydges Rotorua carpark

Canterbury
4 November 2021
KartSport Canterbury

Manawatū-Whanganui &
Wellington
27 October 2021
Kartsport Manawatū

Nelson
9 November 2021
Kartsport Nelson

Taranaki & Waikato
12 November 2021
Kartsport Taranaki

ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR REGIONAL COORDINATOR

AUCKLAND: sarah@evolocity.co.nz

MANAWATŪ-WHANGANUI & WELLINGTON: charlotte@evolocity.co.nz

BAY OF PLENTY: jessica.cathro@rotorualc.nz

NELSON: les@electroflash.co.nz

CANTERBURY: canterbury@evolocity.co.nz

TARANAKI & WAIKATO: sam@evolocity.co.nz
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Photo by Mark Robotham

PhD candidate Kent
Hamilton with his
electric motor

careers

Degrees in engineering can lead
to exciting research opportunities at
Paihau - Robinson Research Institute
“I like building something and seeing

Cameron completed his Bachelor

simulation,” says Cameron. “Hardware

it working,” says Master’s student

of

Engineering

mechatronics

to simulate the powertrain of the

Cameron

at

the

Canterbury.

aircraft—with fuel to the motors and

why he’s chosen to complete his

“Mechatronics combines mechanical,

propellors—and software to simulate

postgraduate

Te

electrical and software engineering,

the

Herenga Waka – Victoria University

typically involving control systems,”

of Wellington’s Paihau - Robinson

says Cameron. “My Master’s project

Research Institute.

is on simulating the electrification of

Shellard,
degree

explaining
through

The chance to do some hands-on
building as well as working with

in

University

of

airframes

aircraft in a domestic New Zealand
environment.”

software drew both Cameron and

The goal of the project is to simulate

PhD candidate Kent Hamilton to

flights

the Robinson Institute, where they

Nelson of the sort of turboprop

are working on different aspects of

aircraft used in New Zealand. “We’re

electric-powered aviation.

building

between

a

Wellington

and

hardware-in-the-loop

PhD candidate Cameron Shellard
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(the

mechanical

structures of the aircraft including

Kent left high school wanting to be

aviation fuel, to fully electric aircraft,

wings, fuselage and undercarriage)

an industrial designer but decided it

which

and atmospheric conditions.

wasn’t for him after a year of study.

technology,”

His lecturers had commented that

Cameron is building isn’t big enough

his solutions to problems were more

to use a full cryogenic system but a lot

engineering-based

“It’s small-scale but we can test
different control schemes and motor
setups without needing to build fullscale aircraft.”
The model Cameron is developing
is based on aviation fuel, because
almost

no

commercial

fully

than

will

for us in working towards very large

engineering to me at high school,”

aircraft.”

he says. “I explored what engineering
involved,

changed

my

degree

Kent will be checking the data from
his simulated models
against the motors and
simulated
being

are correct. When they

what would happen if

are, we can look at using

the fuel-based motor

that data to build an

with

actual aircraft, as well

electric power.”

as getting a lot of useful

Kent’s PhD project looks

data for local airlines

at larger aircraft—as big

to predict what their

as or bigger than a 737—

requirements are going

and is a fully simulated

to be.

aircraft on a computer.

and went to Auckland to study
mechatronics.”

and cryogenic demands would be

After

electric components, but Cameron’s
work will address this by enabling the
software to include real components
when running a simulation.”

“

What differentiates
Robinson Research
Institute from pure
research organisations
is that proving the
practicality of these
technologies is
important. You can
actually build what
you need to build here!”

“I recently had a paper

Cameron’s electric motor hardware

to assess what the superconducting

can’t verify the performance of the

by

them to see if models

can use it to investigate

for those future aircraft,” he says. “I

powertrains

developed

Cameron. “We can use

this model, then we

simulate large electric aircraft flights

“What

of what he is doing will be beneficial

electric

“I wrote software to

Kent.

design-

“Once we can validate

replaced

superconducting

says

oriented. “No-one had suggested

aircraft of this size exist.

was

use

graduating,

Kent

started

working at Industrial Research, a
predecessor of the Robinson Institute.
“I got a job doing superconducting
work. To get anywhere in that career
I needed a Master’s or higher, so
completed a Master’s of Engineering

rejected that was about
designing an electric motor. But
until you actually build it, it’s just
theoretical. I’m glad the paper was
rejected—it reinforced for me that
building and proving the motor is the
important part.”
The

motor

is

run next year.

He worked for a robotics firm in the

“What

to the Robinson Institute on his return
to New Zealand. “I had been looking
for a PhD topic and found the work
on electric vehicles interesting,” he

Research

we are now, working purely with

— Kent Hamilton, PhD candidate
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pure

actually build what you need to build
This

“There’s a few steps between where

from

is important,” says Kent. “You can

planes and my grandfather was very

my research topic.

Institute

Robinson

the practicality of these technologies

here!”

bring all this background together in

differentiates

research organisations is that proving

says. “As a kid I had built balsawood
interested in planes, so I was able to

being

fabricated and will be assembled and

at the University of Canterbury.”
UK for several years then came back

currently

research

is

supported

with

funding from MBIE’s ‘High power
electric

motors

for

transport’ programme.

large-scale

careers

Student Jess Silich is
studying mechanical
engineering at Toi
Ohomai in Rotorua

Toi Ohomai is paving the way
- from school programmes
to apprenticeships

ENGINEERING COURSES THAT ARE FIT
FOR PURPOSE

Jess Winslade has an eye for detail and
the skills to match. She is studying
for the New Zealand Certificate in

Jess says people notice a lot more

“I felt like it could have gone either

when you are a woman in this line

way,”

of work. “I feel like they keep more of

awesome and encouraged us to just

an eye on your skills and capabilities.

get in there and do it. My favourite

It’s a good feeling and is definitely

part is the chance to really use my

2 Mechanical Engineering course

something to be proud of.”’

hands and be creative in a different

she decided it was the vocational

Toi Ohomai offers a number of

Mechanical Engineering (level 3) at
Toi Ohomai Institute of Technology.
After

previously

completing

the

Secondary-Tertiary Programme Level

pathway she wanted to follow. The
course also has a pathway into the
Level 4 Mechanical and Fabrication
Apprenticeship courses.
“Seeing what I’ve achieved at the
end of the day is so rewarding,” she
says. “It’s actually a good feeling
knowing that there are more females
getting

into

a

male-dominated

industry. It just goes to show that
women are just as able to get involved
in a hands-on job as men are.”

engineering

courses

for

students

interested in a career in automotive,
mechanical,

civil,

surveying,

and

electrical work. By gaining hands-on
experience, students are able to enter
the workforce with valuable skills.
Another

student,

Jess

Silich,

says

Jess.

“The

tutors

are

way. It’s really fun”.
FROM HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND

The Secondary-Tertiary Programme
(STP) is an option offered through
Toi Ohomai and offers high school
students a first taste for various
industries.

STP

programmes

are

offered in Rotorua, Taupō, Tauranga,

had a background in retail but

Tokoroa and Whakatāne.

always wanted to do mechanical

Toi Ohomai tutor Rebecca Rouse

engineering. She finally took the dive
this year and is also on the Level 3
course.

teaches
[STP]
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STP

automotive

courses

in Whakatāne. “They can take this
qualification

that

they’re

Tutor Rebecca Rouse teaches STP
automotive courses in Whakatāne

learning and run with our Toi Ohomai
apprenticeship

programme

in

industry once they get a job. All of it
crosses over”.
Rouse also teaches students who
are undertaking an apprenticeship
with local employers. “If they have
something they’re not accomplishing
at work, we can set them up with
those

tasks

to

complete

their

apprenticeship at our Institute. We
work really closely with the students
and the employer to give them the
best experience.”
The Apprenticeship Boost fund is
a helping hand for employees who
agree to take on an apprentice. They
receive $1000 a month with a further
$500 per month for second-year
apprentices. The fund is part of the
Government's $1.6 billion Trades and
Apprenticeships

Training

Package

and is part of the $320 million
COVID-19 recovery plan.

At

Toi

Ohomai

employers

and

tutors work together to manage
apprenticeships

to

ensure

the

student is supported while gaining
valuable, real-life experience along
the way. The ultimate outcome is that
apprenticeship students then enter
the workforce with confidence and
secure (often lucrative) job offers.
With

intakes

currently

open

for

courses starting in February 2022,
now is the time for future students to
start their application process. If you,
or anyone you know, is interested,
visit the Toi Ohomai website to view
all available courses.

Student Jess Winslade is studying mecahanical
engineering after completing a course in the
Secondary-Tertiary Programme
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“

The tutors are awesome
and encourage us to
just get in there and
do it. My favourite part
is the chance to really
use my hands and be
creative in a different
way. It’s really fun”
— Student Jess Silich

Chemical and Biological engineering
students chemical car (Chem-E) race

careers

What is the University of Waikato
Engineering design show?
This world-class Engineering Design
Show is the flagship event of the
School of Engineering at the University
of Waikato and is the high-point of our
degree programmes. It provides an
opportunity to see firsthand how our
students excel in designing, building
and testing new products, structures
and solutions for the real world.
Students also compete within the
event for industry-sponsored prizes.
More info can be found on our website.

FOR OUR VISITORS:

Alongside

the

SCHEDULE:

fourth-year

project

We anticipate guests coming for

displays and student competitions we

around 2 hours to get a good flavour of

have a range of activities for visitors to

who we are and what we have to offer.

participate in:
• Professional
Engineering
at
Waikato - presentations by our
staff to come and find out a little
more about studying Engineering
with us.

Oct 2021) - we encourage visitors to
come in the morning to see the most
action!

• Navigate
your
way
through
the show on our Engineering
scavenger hunt! The more clues
you complete the higher your
chance of a prize!
• Best photo prize - we will have
some cool stuff on display and
it’s down to you to get creative
and enter our photo competition!
There will be prizes for 1st, 2nd and
3rd place.

Prof Mike Duke’s 3rd year
Mechanical engineering design
challenge

EDS runs 9-5 each day (19th & 20th

2nd year Civil engineering
bridge design challenge

• Come and talk to our engineering
student ambassadors as well as
our students displaying their work
to get the inside knowledge of
what studying engineering is all
about!
• As well as several smaller spot
competitions and prizes!
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Final year engineering student
discusses his project

W A I K AT O

Engineering

A FREE
EVENT FOR
EVERYONE!

DeSign show 2021
A high-tech showcase of creativity and innovation led by our final-year engineering students
LIVE DEMOS AND COMPETITIONS DAILY

19 & 20
OCTOBER 2021

9 AM – 5 PM
Gallagher Academy of Performing Arts
University of Waikato

Find out more at
waikato.ac.nz/go/eds
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careers

Engineering
a brighter
future at the
University of
Canterbury

UC Engineering graduate Quinlan Meyerink

Quinlan Meyerink is a recent University

my team, on a refurbishment of the

has shown me how to communicate

of

graduate,

Kiwirail depot in Dunedin. I am also

with others, how to be self-driven,

Bachelor

Canterbury

having

(UC)

involved in some school rebuilds and

and I’ve certainly learnt to function

in

extensions. The site visits for these

under pressure. The things we learn

Electrical and Electronic Engineering

school projects have been incredibly

far exceed the extent of the syllabus.”

in 2020. He is now employed as a

rewarding – seeing your designs being

Building Services Engineer at WSP,

built and to see kids enjoying their

a global enginering and professional

new facilities has been awesome.”

of

completed

Engineering

his

with

Honours

services consulting firm.

HOW HAS YOUR UC ENGINEERING DEGREE

DID YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE ACADEMIC OR
COURSE?

“The embedded system papers at UC
were most definitely my favourite.

WHAT DOES YOUR JOB INVOLVE?

HELPED YOU IN LIFE SO FAR?

“Work as a building services engineer

“The

this

saw a helicopter take off, controlled

involves the design of critical building

question is it helped me get this

by code I’d written. Following on

systems such as electricity, lighting,

job, however the skillset I’ve gained

from that my favourite lecturer had

air conditioning and so on. Currently

extends far past the technical know-

to be [UC’s Director of Computer

I have been working, with most of

how that is required. My time at UC

Engineering] Le Yang, who took some

immediate

answer
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I was hooked from the moment I
to

of the embedded classes. He was

talk to other lecturers. This lesson has

incredibly informative, however very

followed me into my work life, where

down to earth and approachable. His

I am much more confident to talk

stories were also fantastic.”

to my superiors for advice and help.

WHAT’S A LASTING LIFE LESSON YOU TOOK
FROM YOUR TIME AT UC?

“I learnt that everyone is human.
Especially in my first two years of

People are a lot more down to earth
than we think, and for the most part
are very happy to help.”
ANY ADVICE TO CURRENT UC STUDENTS?

university, lecturers seemed these

“My advice is to get involved in

incredibly intelligent (which they are)

extracurricular activities. The clubs

individuals who were out of reach.

at UC are fantastic, catering to every

This led me to not engage with them

want and need of students. It also

on a one-on-one level. However,

looks fantastic on the CV to show

at one point I was struggling on a

you’re

project and sent the lecturer an

I think within engineering we get

email asking for help. They invited me

caught up too much on grades to

along to their office and we talked

get jobs, but taking the time to enjoy

through the work. This experience

University life and get involved is

made me much more comfortable to

great, and will look good on a CV.”

a

well-rounded

individual.

“

My time at UC has
shown me how to
communicate with
others, how to be
self-driven, and I’ve
certainly learnt
to function under
pressure. The things
we learn far exceed
the extent of the
syllabus.” — Quinlan Meyerink,
UC Engineering graduate

Students at work in UC’s
Electrical Engineering lab

ENGINEERING AT UC
Chemical and Process Engineering

The Engineering degree at UC is flexible,

and science, figuring out how

Civil Engineering

allowing you to keep your options open during

things

Computer Engineering

your first year before deciding on your chosen

with other people to solve

Electrical and Electronic

discipline. The degree balances first-class

complex problems then you

Engineering

theoretical education with practical project

should

Forest Engineering

and industry experience, leading to promising

as a professional engineer.

Mechanical Engineering

job prospects after graduation.

UC offers a full range of

Mechatronics Engineering

engineering disciplines:

Natural Resources Engineering

If

you

enjoy
work,

mathematics
and

consider

working

a

career

Software Engineering

19

Learn more about studying Engineering at UC:
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/engineering/
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careers

EVolocity a great launchpad
into a range of engineering careers at WITT
Te Kura Matatini o
Taranaki (WITT) is proud to
be working in partnership
with EVolocity and Ara Ake
to stimulate innovation
in Taranaki, helping
high school students
create vehicles that
take advantage of the
electric motors and the
growing interest in the
field of alternative and
sustainable energy.

Jessica Cathro (who are both also a

students to actively pursue this as the

lecturer and educator respectively) to

future opportunities are growing both

deliver specialist skill sets such as CAD

locally and internationally,” says Ben.

design software, strength and rigidity
considerations,

been working hard with the support
of WITT to design vehicles, fabricate
parts, frames and components to

welding,

drag and resistance and Arduino
programming. These skills open a
whole new world of possibilities for
students.
EVolocity

having

been

across this programme, have been
given an insight into a range of
pathway and career options.
Programme

coordinator

Ben

Naughton says WITT’s tutors have
pathways

possibilities

and

within

discussed

engineering

diplomas and degrees, fabrication
courses, electronics and software
programming that could all lead

bring their creations alive. WITT tutors

from a programme like EVolocity.

have worked with Evolocity regional

“We are hoping that the variety and

coordinators such as Sam Knox and

“Taranaki continues to pursue a goal
of excellence in the energy sector,
with

local

organisation

regional
Venture

development
Taranaki

recognising the capability and diversity
within this sector.”

students,

exposed to a variety of concepts

created
EVolocity high school teams have

steering,

practical ‘real world’ focus will lead

“

We want our students to
remain within the region
and succeed locally but
the reality of this industry
is one that opens a
door to international
employment markets.
Students currently have
so many options and the
future is certainly bright!”
— Ben Naughton, WITT Programme Coordinator
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SCHOOL LEAVERS MIGHT CONSIDER
THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
• Diploma of Engineering
• Bachelor of Engineering in either
Civil or Mechanical engineering
• Certificate in Energy Process
operations
• New Zealand Certificate in
Information Technology Essentials
which leads onto higher level IT
learning
• New Zealand Certificate in
Mechanical Engineering
• New Zealand Certificate in
Automotive Engineering - this
leads onto Level 4 and onto Electric
vehicles themselves with the New
Zealand Certificate in Electric
vehicle Automotive Engineering
(Level 5)
• New Zealand Certificate in
Electrical Engineering Theory

As Taranaki and New Zealand moves
toward a low-emission energy future,
innovation, creativity and technical
skills are essential to propel the next
phase of energy generation and
usage.

the future is certainly bright!”.
Ara Ake have been right behind this
project with WITT and the Evolocity
programme aligns well with their
purpose.

Ara Ake collaborates

across the energy ecosystem to lead

Gaining early experience in energy

and facilitate the development of

and engineering could open doors for

low-emissions

rangatahi anywhere, says Ben.

and technology in New Zealand.

energy

innovation

“We want our students to remain

Students working in programmes

within the region and succeed locally

such as Evolocity are well on the

but the reality of this industry is one

path to creating this new low

that opens a door to international

emission and sustainable future.

employment

markets.

Students

currently have so many options and

“The plan for our remaining sessions
here is to work with students to
trouble shoot any finer details or
niggles that have arisen from their
creativity,” Ben said.
“We are working towards a final
scrutineering in September where
students will ensure they are safe
and ready to race. Our regional
finals are being held on Friday 12
November and we are looking
forward to seeing the students and
their machines in action. Bring on
the Nationals!”
Scholarship applications are now
open - should school leavers be
interested in pursuing any of the
full-time courses, details of this can
be found on the website

STUDENTS WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR
OUR TRADES ACADEMY COURSES
AND STILL AT HIGH SCHOOL HAVE
SEVERAL OPTIONS INCLUDING:
• Automotive Level 2
• Electric vehicles Level 2 (this would
build off the back of EVolocity)
• Engineering Level 2 (this has a
fabrication focus)
• Engineering Level 3 – Build a Trailer
– (this course works closely with
local engineering industry partners)
• EE2E Level 3 – The focus of this
course which covers the first paper
in the Diploma of Engineering is
to inspire students to gain more
knowledge of Maths and Physics
and pursue engineering at a
diploma or degree level.
• Electrical Level 2

23
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The University of Auckland
is the country’s largest
university with over
40,000 students, nearly
10,000 of whom graduate
annually. The Faculty
of Engineering aims

The future
of work:
five skills
in demand

Mate, it’s so good to see you. Just
by being here, you’re on the way
to mastering a set of skills that
employers around the world are
looking for. How would you like
to pair creativity with scientific
rigour and make the wildest things
possible – for a living?

to “enable an evolving

CHEMICAL AND MATERIALS
ENGINEERING

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING

technological landscape

You could be a chemical and

Take on climate change by studying

materials expert who can reclaim

the

our waste into recycled products,

cultural impacts of infrastructure

or

hazardous

projects. Communities need experts

materials in a way that respects

to keep our roads, buildings and

our native communities. As the

other

role of technology becomes more

natural

disasters

important

change,

from

through teaching,
research and service
to improve the lives of
the people of Aotearoa,
and beyond”. Sound like
something you want to be
a part of? Read on!

safely

dispose

to

of

the

healthcare

environmental,

social

infrastructure

safe

and

and

from

climate

earthquakes

and

industry, you could be one of the

tidal erosion to building dams and

next biomedical engineers at the

consulting on highway design to

forefront of life-changing research.

construction risk management.
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ELECTRICAL, COMPUTER AND
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
With

the

technology,
engineers

rapid
we
who

human-computer

evolution
need

can

And so much more. Engineering
covers a spectrum of fascinating
of

software

understand

interaction

as

well as computer engineers who can
design cutting-edge hardware and
software. It could be you ensuring the

possibilities, but it’s the engineering
way of problem solving that will put
you at the forefront of any industry.
At the University of Auckland, we can
polish those skills and connect you to
a career that will improve lives, care
for the planet and never leave you

reliability of electricity transmission

bored.

or building the future of electric

So what are you waiting for? Come

vehicles.

Imagine

designing

the

future of our social life online or

see the future waiting for you.

making science fiction a reality in
robotics engineering.
ENGINEERING SCIENCE
What

happens

to

an

athlete’s

muscles when they are injured? How
can we cut metals more efficiently?
What’s the optimal delivery route
for postal packages? Engineering
scientists are hard at work optimising
the services that you use every day.
Apply mathematics and computing
technology

to

solve

complex

engineering, business and industrial
problems.

These

creative

and

versatile thinkers develop computer
models to understand, predict and
respond to some of the world’s most
difficult problems, and are some
of the most in-demand employees
across industries.
MECHANICAL AND MECHATRONICS
ENGINEERING
Perhaps

you

like

designing

contraptions to solve real world
problems. We need thinkers like
you to combine the fundamentals
of energy, materials and mechanics
to create the future of yachts, space
vehicles and heating systems. You
can take your skills into mechatronics,
where engineers develop sensors
and control algorithms to operate
systems in a variety of industries, from
anti-locking brakes to surgical robots
to mobile phones.
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“

Engineering
covers a spectrum
of fascinating
possibilities, but
it’s the engineering
way of problem
solving that will put
you at the forefront
of any industry.”

Ara student Stephanie Crossan

careers

Gain the skills and knowledge
to change the way the world
works at Ara Institute
Engineering involves solving
problems

and

Growing up in Nepal, Dinesh Budhathoki

challenges

through the application of

was

scientific

invention.

knowledge.

It’s

a

fascinated
His

by

innovation

childhood

and

fascination

hugely diverse and dynamic

grew into a passion which has taken him

area with exciting opportunities

across the world to study engineering at

to

CPIT (now Ara Institute of Canterbury).

invent,

collaborate

and

make a difference - potentially
on a global scale.
At Ara we focus on practical,
applied

engineering

the

of

for

aim
a

with

preparing

diverse

employment

you

spectrum

of

opportunities,

both in New Zealand and

Inspired

by

the

engineers

driver Stephanie Crossan gained an
engineering degree at Ara and now has
the skills to design the diggers she used
to drive.

overseas. You can be confident
that

your

Ara

she

encountered at work, former digger

engineering

qualification gives employers
a clear signal that you have the

Engineering graduate Ofa works for

skills, knowledge and practical
experience

needed

to

Skope as a design engineer. Richard

be

enjoyed being able to study in the

effective in the workplace from

evenings while working part time, and

day one.
Check

the support from his tutors.
out

engineering

some
student

of

our
video

stories to learn more about the
uniqueness of our offerings.
Read more like this on Ara’s
website and find out more
about

Ara’s

courses here.

engineering

Electrical engineering graduate William
Pauli-McCahon’s career has taken him
to China where he runs Delta Strike
International production facilities.
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Flexible, student-centred,
and project-based akoranga/
learning” at Wintec
Wintec has been a proud supporter of the

The Wintec Centre for Engineering and Industrial

EVolocity programme for high school tauira/
students since its inception. Being student-

Design, in Hamilton, New Zealand, focuses on
flexible,

student-centred,

and

project-based

akoranga/learning. As with EVolocity, tauira get to

centred and project-based, EVolocity is very

put their skills into practice with involvement in

much aligned to Wintec’s focus on developing
work-ready graduates for real-world careers.
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industry projects. This means they are learning by
doing and being actively engaged in projects and
practical mahi /work.

An example of this is the Soil Drying

Regardless of high school results,

You can pursue a graduate diploma

Kiln project where Mechanical and

enrolment in Engineering is made

to further broaden your skillset and

Electrical students share the mahi to

possible

understanding of a complementary

design and manufacture prototype

learning framework that can move

units

into technical training through the

for

the

Civil

Engineering

Department (Figure 1).

through

a

supported

following:
• New Zealand Certificate in Applied
Science, (Level 3) (Engineering
Pathway) - This course provides
a pathway for entry into the New
Zealand Diploma in Engineering
if you do not currently meet the
entry requirements.

Kiln frame

These
and

projects

teach

aria/theory

whakāhua/design

methods

and are supported by highly skilled
and qualified staff with industry
experience

and

know-how

who

work to ensure a healthy and safe
campus environment and promote a
proactive safety culture.
As

part

of

Te

Pūkenga,

Wintec

welcomes the Government’s Targeted
Training and Apprenticeships Fund
(TTAF). This fund not only offers
free apprenticeships and industry
training.

Engineering

is

a

• New
Zealand
Diploma
in
Engineering (Level 6) (Civil,
Electrical, Mechanical) - In this
course, you will learn the core
knowledge and practical skills
to meet industry needs in your
specialisation. This qualification
was developed in consultation
with industry and the New
Zealand professional Engineering
Body (Engineering New Zealand)
and has international recognition
in many countries.
For those who seek to study to
technologist level we have:
• The Bachelor of Engineering
Technology (BEngTech) (Level 7)
has majors in Civil, Electrical and
Mechanical. Like the Diploma this
programme, ensures students
gain the real skills employers
need, aligned with international
standards.

area to an undergraduate degree:
• Graduate Diploma in Engineering
Technology (Level 7) with strands in
Mechanical, Mechatronics, Power,
Water and Water Waste, Highway
Engineering. Completing this level
study provides an opportunity to
expand your knowledge base and
extend your career opportunities.
While we do not currently have
Postgraduate

and

Master’s

programmes

within

study

Engineering,

we have strong ties with the Design
Factory NZ, a Wintec centre, that
specialises in enterprise, innovation
and research by helping people
unlock their problem-solving and
innovation skills.
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT WINTEC’S
ENGINEERING COURSES AND
PROGRAMMES.

For more details contact:
Matt

Foulkes

Extn:8730

+64-(0)7-834

8800

or email matt.foulkes@

wintec.ac.nz or ceid@wintec.ac.nz

high-

demand industry and all strands
of the New Zealand Diploma in
Engineering (Level 6) is also free to
study.

“

Tauira get to put their
skills into practice with
involvement in industry
projects. This means they
are learning by doing and
being actively engaged
in projects and practical
mahi /work.”
Wintec student grinding the welded frame
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2021 National
Finals cancelled
We regret to advise our teams that the 2021 National Finals have been cancelled.
NCEA exams have been rescheduled to 22 November to 14 December which coincides with our National Finals date.
Because this will impact many of our EVolocity students' ability to participate, we have decided to cancel this year's
event and focus on regional competitions. We are already gearing up for an even bigger and more exciting National
Competition in 2022 and are looking forward to seeing you all compete at regionals.
We will celebrate this year's winning teams' successes during an 'Online National event' to take place early December.
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Be part of
the climate
solution
with the
Bachelor
of Climate
Change
degree
The University of Waikato is proudly

Climate change is the most

valuing

different

pressing environmental issue

when

trying

facing

authentic

humanity,

every

facet

of

graduates who can lead future
climate change solutions in all
sectors of society.
The

Bachelor

understanding of economic and
political systems and the impacts
on Māori, Pacific and Indigenous

the

The degree culminates with a
multidisciplinary group project,
where students will work with
external

organization

to

Change degree allows students

strategy. Students will graduate

to become an expert in one of

with skills and experiences that

a wide range of different major

are in-demand, as we work

subjects that are needed to

towards a target of net zero

develop

emissions in Aotearoa by 2050.

effective

degree in 2022 - the Bachelor of

of the biophysical world with

to

develop an effective low-carbon

Students

combines scientific knowledge

solutions

challenges of climate change.

an
of

develop

Climate

launching a new three-year

first of its kind in the world and

world

around us. We urgently need

change solutions.

Climate Change. This degree is the

affecting
the

worldviews
to

will

climate

WHY STUDY BACHELOR OF CLIMATE

develop

a

comprehensive understanding
of climate change through
the compulsory papers of the
degree, including its scientific,
social, cultural and economic
dimensions.

Mātauranga

Māori is interwoven through
the degree and students are
taught

communities.
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the

importance

of

CHANGE?

The

Bachelor

of

Climate

Change is a unique and flexible
degree which will arm you with
knowledge

that

traditional

subject

transcends
areas

to

meet the growing demand for
experts who will help solve this
complex, global issue.
Learn more on our website.

Partner

Introducing
our new
media
partner!
EVolocity is thrilled
to announce a new
partnership with EVs &
Beyond. As our official
media partner, EVs &
Beyond will be showcasing
EVolocity’s work in their
popular online platforms,
including a quarterly
column dedicated to
EVolocity in their online
and print magazine.
EVs & Beyond started life as EVtalk
when many people hardly knew
what an electric vehicle (EV) was. It
made its debut in September 2016,
first online and almost a year later in
June 2017 as a monthly magazine.
Now most Kiwis know what an EV is

students to build their own two and

partnership between EVolocity and

and they’re increasing in numbers on

three-wheeler electric creations and

EVs & Beyond.

our roads.

race them in events throughout New

EVtalk tended to cater for a niche

Zealand.

Now EVs & Beyond includes hydrogen
fuel cells (FCEVs), electric marine

market early on. Those who had

In mid-2020, EVtalk changed its name

vessels,

EVs – often a Nissan Leaf or perhaps

to EVs & Beyond to better reflect the

intelligence (AI), Intelligent Transport

a Mitsubishi I-MiEV then - were

e-mobility movement which went far

Systems (ITSNZ), incentives to boost

considered

pioneers

and

early

electric

aircraft,

artificial

beyond just EVs which are now more

EV uptake, EV charging infrastructure,

adopters.

mainstream.

renewable energy such as solar and

The Better NZ Trust set out to educate

Electric bikes have been one of the big

Kiwis about EVs through test drives

movers here and globally – prompting

and rides, especially via its Leading

us to establish several special “Micro

Our EVs & Beyond team is dedicated

the Charge EV tours of the country –

Mobility”

the

to providing the latest on EVs and

which we covered.

growth in e-bikes, e-scooters – even

related fields through our website

e-skateboards!

www.evsandbeyond.co.nz,

The trust says people are more
knowledgeable about EVs now.
EVolocity has been an innovator too
through encouraging high school

pages

catering

for

This section has also heavily featured
EVolocity projects and programmes,
and

that’s

inspired
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a

greater

wind power, climate change, and
much more.

email

alerts on Wednesdays and Saturdays,
and through the monthly magazine
both online and in print.
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Interested in taking part in EVolocity’s programme?
Click here to register your school!

Want to find more about sponsoring or supporting our
EVolocity programme?
Email us today for more information sarah@evolocity.co.nz or jo.morgan@evolocity.co.nz

www.evolocity.co.nz

marketing@evolocity.co.nz
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